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Many of the resources included in this
bibliography are excellent books, videos and
recordings for reading, viewing and listening
for pleasure. Caregivers will find a wealth of
material from which to choose in introducing
children and teens to diversity among people,
for leading discussions on human rights, and/
or for developing related programs.
Calgary Public Library

The Bibliography
The annotated resources were selected with
the following criteria in mind: currency,*
appeal to the intended audience, and the
degree to which the content reflected
issues and themes related to human rights.
Bibliography entries show author, title,
publisher and date of publication. A brief
annotation for each resource is provided
unless the subtitle gives a descriptive
overview of the work. A note indicates the
type of resource such as videocassette,
compact disc or booktape. If the item is
part of a series of books or videocassettes,
the series title is noted.

This annotated bibliography of books,
recordings and videos for children and
teens was originally prepared in honour
of 1998 — the fiftieth anniversary of
the adoption of the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights by the United Nations
and the twenty-fifth anniversary of the
establishment of the Alberta Human
Rights and Citizenship Commission.
The bibliography was prepared by Youth
Services Unit of the Calgary Public Library
on behalf of the Alberta Human Rights and
Citizenship Commission. It was updated in
2000 and again in 2003.

These topics illustrate the link between
human rights in our own communities,
human rights experiences in other
countries, and suggest how we can make
a difference in matters concerning human
rights and diversity. Each of the sections
is further categorized by fiction and
non-fiction materials.

The bibliography is a sampling of current
literature related to human rights. It is
by no means exhaustive. The intent is to
identify available resources to help increase
awareness of human rights and promote
appreciation and respect for diversity. For
the purposes of this project human rights
were broadly defined and diversity means
all the ways in which people are different.

The bibliography has been organized by
topic areas. In addition to specific grounds
protected under Alberta’s human rights
legislation, topics include areas such as
behavior and self-esteem.

Human rights are for all of us. The
commission encourages Albertans to
recognize and celebrate human rights
on International Human Rights Day on
December 10, and all year round.
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These resources can also help us learn how
to make our communities and the world
better places to live. The sections are:

Fiction works designated with a “P” are
illustrated picture storybooks. Any nonfiction works designated with “P” and
much of the non-fiction designated “E”
will also be heavily illustrated.

• Behaviour
• Country of Origin/Immigrants/Refugees

*While currency was a primary factor
in selection of the material, this is not a
guarantee that the resources are still in
print and available for purchase.

• Gender
• Making a Difference
• Multiculturalism

Funding is provided by the Human Rights,
Citizenship and Multiculturalism
Education Fund.

• Peace
• Physical & Mental Disability

• Self-Esteem/Individuality

The Alberta Human Rights and Citizenship
Commission has not reviewed the
resources selected by Calgary Public
Library for inclusion in this bibliography
and consequently does not recommend or
endorse individual titles.

• Sexual Orientation

June 2003

• Racism
• Religion
• Safety

Intended audiences are designated
as follows:
•P

Preschool

•E

Elementary grades

• YA

Teen or Young Adult

•C

Caregivers
(ie., parents, teachers and group
leaders)
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Behaviour
Non-Fiction
Agassi, Martine
Hands Are Not For Hitting
Free Spirit Publishing, c2000
This title offers children an alternative to
hitting and other forms of hurtful behavior,
guiding them to a more peaceful and positive
outcome in their dealings with others.
PE

Lewis, Barbara A.
What Do You Stand For? A Kid’s Guide To
Building Character
Free Spirit Publishing, 1998
This book empowers children and teens to
identify and build the character traits that are
most important to them.
E

Barron, T. A.
The Hero’s Trail: A Guide For a Heroic Life
Philomel Books, c2002
In this affecting book, life is compared to a
journey, exploring the ways that heroes inspire
and guide us along the way.
E

Popov, Linda Kavelin
The Virtues Project: Simple Ways to Create a
Culture of Character
Jalmar Press, c2000
This book helps readers recognize that the gifts
and life lessons in our daily challenges help us
to cultivate character in ourselves.
E YA C

Bayer, Lewena
Put Your Best Foot Forward
Great Plains Publications, 2000
A guide that discusses what every child should
know about manners.
E

Ross, Kate
Help Yourself! Activities to Promote Safety and
Self-Esteem
Redleaf Press, c2001
Help Yourself talks about promoting children’s
self-esteem by encouraging active participation
in life.
E

Hollenbeck, Kathleen M.
Conflict Resolution: Activities That Work
Scholastic Professional Books, c2001
This book contains dozens of easy and
effective reading, writing and role-playing
activities that give children the skills they need
to get along with one another.
EC

Sheindlin, Judy
Judge Judy Sheindlin’s Win or Lose By How
You Choose!
Cliff Street Books, c2000
Judge Judy’s first book for children is a set of
36 questions designed to encourage discussion
between parent and child concerning the value
of making smart decisions.
E YA C

Krulik, Nancy
The Friendship Hotline: Friends:
How To Make ‘Em, How To Keep ‘Em!
Price Stern Sloan, c1999
Discusses how to make and keep friends.
YA

Stuart, Carole
The Thank You Book
Four Walls Eight Windows, 2001
This book offers various examples of when a
thank-you is in order and shows how children
from all over the world express their thanks.
E

Lewis, Barbara A.
Being Your Best:
Character Building For Kids 7 – 10
Free Spirit, 2000
Text, anecdotes and activities discuss how to
build important character traits, such as caring,
citizenship, cooperation, courage,
fairness, honesty, respect and responsibility.
EC

•
•
•
•

P Preschool
E Elementary grades
YA Teen or Young Adult
C Caregivers (i.e., parents,
teachers and group leaders)
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Behaviour cont'd
Non-Fiction cont'd
Goobie, Beth
Sticks and Stones
Orca Book Publishers, 2002
Jujube is thrilled when Brent asks her out. She
is not so happy when the rumors start flying at
school. Pretty soon her name is showing up on
bathroom walls and everyone is snickering and
sniping. Deciding that someone has to take a
stand, Jujube gathers all the other girls who
are labeled sluts — and worse — and tries to
impress on her fellow students the damage
that is done by assigning labels that reduce a
person to an object.
YA

Tillman, Diane
Living Values Activities for Children Ages 3 – 7
Health Communications, 2000 Wright, Lesley
Dorling Kindersley Publishers, 2001
The Living Values Series offers a variety of
activities for teachers and parents to use in
developing important social values in children
and young adults.
PEC
Warner, Penny
Preschooler Play & Learn: 150 Games and Learning
Activities For Children Ages 3 – 6
Meadowbrook Press, c2000
Child development expert Penny Warner
offers 150 ideas for games and activities that
provide developmental learning opportunities
for preschoolers.
PEC

Fiction

Hayes, Geoffrey
Patrick and The Big Bully
Hyperion Books for Children, c2001
A bear cub named Patrick must deal with a
bully when he sets off on his first solo errand
for his mother.
PE

Bates, Cynthia
Courage on the Line
James Lorimer, 1999
Amelie changes schools during the school year
to escape bullying. She finds herself playing in
an important basketball game against the bully
from her old school.
YA

Hegg, Tom
Peef and His Best Friend
Waldman House Press, c2001
In this story told in rhyme, an unnamed
boy and his stuffed bear have imaginary
adventures. This time Peef has to deal
with school, new friends, disappointment,
and forgiveness.
PE

Caseley, Judith
Bully
Greenwillow Books, 2001
Caseley’s pictures in watercolor, colored pencil,
and pen show Mickey being bullied by Jack in
the park, at school, and at home. The hurt and
anger between these two boys is bridged by
Mickey’s understanding solution.
PE

Kroll, Steven
That Makes Me Mad!
SeaStar Books, 2002
Nina’s ire is raised by her own limitations, by
an adult’s underestimation of her abilities, by
rules and by toys that insist on getting lost.
PE
Lamstein, Sarah
I Like Your Buttons!
A. Whitman, 1999
When a little girl compliments her teacher’s
outfit, it starts a chain reaction of goodwill,
good deeds and thoughtfulness throughout
the day.
PE

Clements, Andrew
Jake Drake, Bully Buster
Simon & Schuster, 2001
While the tone of the book is light and
humorous, it is a realistic look at the problem
of bullying.
E

•
•
•
•

P Preschool
E Elementary grades
YA Teen or Young Adult
C Caregivers (i.e., parents,
teachers and group leaders)
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Behaviour cont'd
Fiction cont'd
Pearson, Emily
Ordinary Mary’s Extraordinary Deed
Gibbs Smith, 2002
Good feelings from a young girl’s kind deed
multiply throughout the day.
E

Dudley, William
Genocide
Greenhaven Press, c2001
The readings in this important title in the
Contemporary Issues Companion Series reflect
the horrifying facts, whether it’s the Armenian
genocide, the Holocaust, ethnic cleansing in
Bosnia-Herzegovina, or massacre in Rwanda.
YA C

Shreve, Susan Richards
Goodbye, Amanda the Good
Alfred A. Knopf, 2000
After three months as a nobody in junior
high, Amanda finds her world changing when
members of the popular and exclusive clique,
The Club, set their sights on her
for membership.
YA

Garrett, Leslie
Superkids Too! : More Young Heroes in Action
HarperCollins, c2001
This book’s message is clear: “You can make
a difference. You have the capability and the
power to make a positive change in your life,
and the lives of others.”
E

Siomades, Lorianne
My Box Of Color
Boys Mills Press, c1998
Siomades explores the relationships among
colors and the identities and functions of
familiar animate and inanimate objects.
PE

Kilborne, Sarah S.
Leaving Vietnam: the Journey of Tuan Ngo,
a Boat Boy
Simon & Schuster Books for Young Readers,
1999
In the middle of the night, Tuan Ngo and his
father fled their home in war-torn Vietnam.
Leaving Vietnam is the true story of Tuan’s
escape, a first-person telling of his experience
as a boat boy and refugee.
E

Spelman, Cornelia
When I Feel Angry
A. Whitman, 2000
A little rabbit describes what makes her
angry and the different ways she can control
her anger.
PE

Kuharets, Olga R.
Venture Into Cultures: A Resource Book of
Multicultural Materials and Programs
American Library Association, 2001
A resource book for educators and librarians,
Venture into Cultures covers background
information, materials, activities and
websites relevant to different cultural and
ethnic groups.
YA C

Country of Origin/
Immigrants/Refugees
Non-Fiction
Clark, Domini
South Africa: the Culture
The Lands, People and Cultures Series
Crabtree Publishing, 2000
This book views the mix of people and
cultures that make up South Africa today.
Includes a special section on traditional beliefs
and customs.
E

•
•
•
•

P Preschool
E Elementary grades
YA Teen or Young Adult
C Caregivers (i.e., parents,
teachers and group leaders)
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Country of Origin/
Immigrants/Refugees cont'd
Keefer, Janice Kulyk
Anna’s Goat
Orca Book Publishers, 2000
This is the tale of Anna and her sister, born as
refugees, whose parents were forced to leave
their homeland.
E

Non-Fiction cont'd
Williams, Mary E. ed.
The Middle East: Opposing Viewpoints
Greenhaven Press, 2000
“. . . Selections — by experts, policy makers
and concerned citizens — include complete
articles and speeches, book excerpts and
occasional cartoons and boxed quotations . . .”
YA

Mazer, Norma Fox
Good Night Maman
Harcourt Brace, 1999
After spending years fleeing from the Nazis in
war-torn Europe, twelve year old Karin Levi
and her old brother, Marc, find a new home in
an refugee camp in Oswego, New York.
YA

Fiction
An, Na
A Step From Heaven
Front Street, 2001
After emigrating from Korea to America, fouryear-old Young Ju’s uncle corrects her belief
that her new home is heaven, reassuring her
instead that it is “a step from heaven.”
YA

Pak, Soyung
A Place To Grow
Arthur A. Levine Books, 2002
A Korean girl’s father compares a family to a
seed, explaining that they both need a safe
place to grow.
E

Choyce, Lesley
Refuge Cove
Orca Book Publishers, 2002
On a solo sailing trip on the rugged
Newfoundland coast, Greg stumbles upon
a family of desperate refugees stranded in
a lifeboat.
E YA

Thien, Madeleine
The Chinese Violin
Whitecap Books, c2001
Evocative and richly illustrated, this is the
story of Lin Lin and her father’s emigration
from their small, quiet village in China to the
urban cacophony of Vancouver. This story will
help young readers relate to the challenges
experienced by newcomers to Canada.
PE

Ellis, Deborah
Parvana’s Journey
Douglas & McIntyre, c2002
Parvana’s Journey describes a courageous girl’s
efforts, in the face of bombs, land mines, and
near starvation, to reunite with her remaining
family members in Afghanistan.
E YA

Zephaniah, Benjamin
Refugee Boy
Bloomsbury, 2001
14-year-old Alam is caught in the current
political disputes raging between Ethiopia
and Eritrea. He and his father flee to London
where Alem is left alone to seek asylum with
British authorities.
YA

English, Karen
Nadia’s Hands
Boyds Mills Press, 1999
A Pakistani-American girl takes part in her
aunt’s traditional Pakistani wedding.
E
Hampton, Mary-Jane
The Cat From Kosovo
Nimbus Publishing, c2001
The true story of how a refugee cat from
Kosovo found a home in Nova Scotia.
E YA

•
•
•
•

P Preschool
E Elementary grades
YA Teen or Young Adult
C Caregivers (i.e., parents,
teachers and group leaders)
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GENDER
Non-Fiction
Abrahams, George
Boy V. Girl?: How Gender Shapes Who We Are,
What We Want and How We Get Along
Free Spirit Publishing, 2002
What is gender, anyway? What are gender
roles, and who defines them? What are gender
stereotypes, and why do they make our lives
so difficult? What does it really mean to be a
boy or a girl? Boy V. Girl? invites young readers
to examine the issues, weigh the facts, and
overcome gender barriers to make the most of
friendships, school, extracurricular activities,
and the future.
YA

Kindlon, Daniel J.
Raising Cain: Protecting the Emotional Life of Boys
Ballantine Publishing Group, 1999
The authors have sought to answer “What
do boys need that they’re not getting?” by
shedding light on the negative emotional
training boys receive.
C
Locker, Sari
Sari Says: The Real Dirt on Everything from Sex
to School
HarperCollins, 2001
Teenagers often act as though they know
everything, but everyone has questions. Sari,
the Teen People online advice columnist,
provides clear, nonjudgmental answers.
YA

Bain, Jerald
So Your Child Is Gay: A Guide For Canadian
Families and Their Friends
Harper Collins Publishers Ltd., 2000
This book is a supportive and informative
guide for parents of homosexual children and
for the children themselves, who need parental
understanding and acceptance.
YA C

Male/Female Roles: Opposing Viewpoints
Greenhaven Press, 2000
Issues of societal roles and the future of
gender relations are dissected by journalists,
professors, authors, and others, representing
contrasting schools of thought.
YA C

Bohannon, Lisa Frederiksen
Failure Is Impossible: The Story of Susan B. Anthony
Morgan Reynolds, 2002
Susan B. Anthony tirelessly campaigned
for temperance and equal rights for African
Americans and women. This is an account of
the suffragist’s life from her childhood to her
death in 1906.
YA

McGowan, Keith
Sexual Harassment
Lucent Books/Greenhaven Press, 1999
This work contains an overview of sexual
harassment, including its aspects in U.S. law,
the workplace, education and the military.
YA C
McGraw, Jay
Closing the Gap: a Strategy for Bringing Parents and
Teens Together
Fireside, 2001
Jay McGraw finds antidotes to “parent
poisons,” defuses “teenage land mines,” and
offers a refresher course in teen and parent dos
and don’ts.
YA C

Boys Who Rocked the World: From King Tut to
Tiger Woods
Beyond Words Publishing, 2001
This book features 30 boys, past and present,
who have made a difference in society before
reaching the age of 20.
E
Holyoke, Nancy
A Smart Girl’s Guide to Boys: Surviving Crushes,
Staying True to Yourself, & Other Love Stuff!
American Girl, 2001
This book gives advice in sections called “How
to Tell Him You Like Him,” “Competition
& Jealousy” and “How to Break Up.” Teens
can read letters from girls and advice from
boys as well as trying the quizzes sprinkled
throughout.
YA

•
•
•
•

P Preschool
E Elementary grades
YA Teen or Young Adult
C Caregivers (i.e., parents,
teachers and group leaders)
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Gender cont'd
Non-Fiction cont'd
McGraw, Jay
Life Strategies for Teens
Book CD, Simon and Schuster Audio, 2000
This funny, straightforward guide helps teens
steer rather than drift in life, dealing honestly
with topics from peer pressure to TV.

Roehm, Michelle
Girls Who Rocked the World 2: from Harriet
Tubman to Mia Hamm
Beyond Words Publishing, 2000
From two Vietnamese warrior queens to
fashion-designer Coco Chanel to rock-climber
Lynn Hill, all of the women introduced here
were inspired to “rock the world”.
E

YA
Mosatche, Harriet S.
Getting to know the Real You: 50 Fun Quizzes Just
for Girls
Prima Publishing, 2002
The book text contains quizzes and creative
tips about moods, emotions, self-esteem,
family, and more.
YA

Talking About Boys: Real Life Advice From Girls
Like You
Prima Girls, 2001
Does he really like me? Is he good enough for
me? Why won’t he ask me out? Am I really
in love? These are some of the questions
answered in this book.
E

Mosatche, Harriet S.
Girls: What’s So Bad About Being Good?
Prima Publishing, 2001
Being a girl is a lot of fun most of the time.
But some days are really difficult. Dealing
with a body that is changing before everyone’s
eyes, increasing amounts of schoolwork,
boys, other girls, friends, makeup, clothing,
parents. What’s So Bad About Being Good? is a
girl’s guide to surviving those trying times and
feeling good about herself in the end.
E

Understanding Gender Discrimination
Alberta Human Rights and Citizenship
Commission, 1999
Asia Pacific Foundation of Canada: Image Media
Service videocassette & audio cassette & users
guide.
This film contains dramatized stories reflecting
the type of complaints commonly made to the
Human Rights and Citizenship Commission.
YA C

Navarra, Tova
Young People/Tough Problems
Barron’s, 2002
This book speaks directly to teens and
preteens, spelling out some of the most serious
problems they might encounter and offering
straightforward advice for dealing with them.
YA

Fiction
Bognomo, Loel Eboueme
Madoulina: A Girl Who Wanted To Go To School
Boyd Mills Press, Inc., 1999
When her mother needs her to work all day
in the marketplace, a young girl finds a way of
continuing her education.
PE

Of Hopscotch and Little Girls
National Film Board of Canada, 1999
Videocassette
Through young girls’ stories from around the
world, it is shown how dreams are shattered
through lack of education, forced labour,
subjection to mutilation, sexual abuse and
other injustices.
YA C

•
•
•
•

P Preschool
E Elementary grades
YA Teen or Young Adult
C Caregivers (i.e., parents,
teachers and group leaders)
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Gender cont'd
Fiction
Bridges, Shirin Yim
Ruby’s Wish
Chronicle Books, 2002
First-time kids’ book author Shirin Yim Bridges
uses a tender family story to travel back to
turn-of-the-century China and teach a lesson
about perseverance and self-belief.
PE

Napoli, Donna Jo
Daughter of Venice
Wendy Lamb Books, 2002
Award-winning author Donna Jo Napoli
whisks young readers away to glittering
Renaissance Venice in this historical novel
about Donata, a young woman who longs
to experience the wide world beyond her
cloistered window. Based on one of the first
acknowledged female Venetian scholars,
Daughter of Venice is rich with historical detail
and intrigue.
E YA

Holman, Sheri
Sondok, Princess of the Moon and Stars, [Korea,
A.D. 595]
Scholastic, 2002
During the seventh century, the land now
known as Korea was fraught with political and
religious intrigue. The country was split into
Three Kingdoms, each fighting for supremacy.
In this atmosphere of conflict, we meet 14-year
old Sondok, eldest daughter of King Chinpyong, ruler of Silla.
E

Vazquez, Diana
Hannah
Coteau Books, 1999
Hannah disguises herself as a boy and works in
coal mines in order to support her siblings and
ill mother.
YA

Holohan, Maureen
Ice Cold
Aladdin Paperbacks, 2002
Dawn Miller and Eddie Thomas must have
“get under Molly’s skin” at the top of their list
of favorite things to do. But she is not the only
victim. They’re out to terrorize everyone — the
meek, the mild, and of course, the mouthy like
Molly. Somebody’s got to put an end to this
bully business, and it looks like Molly might be
that somebody.
E

Making a Difference
Non-Fiction
Colour Blind
National Board of Canada, 2000
Videocassette
A poor family in post World War I England
is overjoyed in hearing that their daughter
has come back home. Her husband is a sailor,
which means more income for the household.
All is well until they meet him and discover
that he is black.
YA

Lansky, Bruce
Girls to the Rescue Series
Meadowbrook Press, 1999
This book contains tales of clever, courageous
girls from around the world.
E YA
Namioka, Lensey
Ties That Bind, Ties That Break
Delacorte Press/Random House, Inc., 1999
Ailin’s life takes a different turn when she
defies the traditions of upper-class Chinese
society by refusing to have her feet bound.
YA

•
•
•
•

P Preschool
E Elementary grades
YA Teen or Young Adult
C Caregivers (i.e., parents,
teachers and group leaders)
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Making a Difference cont'd
Non-Fiction
Droigts au Coeur Volet, Rights from the Heart
National Film Board of Canada
Videocassette and booklet
These multilanguage videocassettes present
human rights issues in animated shorts,
designed to encourage children to think about
the world in which they live.
Volume 1
1992 P E
Volume II

1994

E

YA

1998

YA

Roberts-Davis, Tanya
We Need to Go to School: Voices of the
Rugmark children
Douglas & McIntyre, 2001
Twenty former child carpetweavers in Nepal
talk about their lives — the harsh poverty that
drove their families to send them to work, the
virtual slave labor in the factories, where girls
and boys work up to 18 hours a day, and the
hope they feel after being freed from their

jobs and given the chance to go to school.

Erlbach, Arlene
The Kid’s Volunteering Book
Lerner Publications Co., 1998
Presents some opportunities for young people
to perform volunteer service and briefly
profiles some children who are volunteers.
E YA

E YA
Roop, Connie
Let’s Celebrate Earth Day
Millbrook Press, 2001
Using a question-and-answer format, this
book introduces the history and importance
of Earth Day.
E

Morcom, Linda
Patric & Sara Volunteer and Learn About
Homeless Families
Volunteer Calgary, 2002
Based on a local program that helps homeless
families, the story facilitates children’s
understanding of the power of volunteering
and the ability individuals possess to make our
community a better place.
PE

Rusch, Elizabeth
Generation Fix: Young Ideas for a Better World
Beyond Words Pub., 2002
Rusch proves that today’s kids are finding
creative solutions to problems that have
stumped generations.
E
Terkel, Susan Neiburg
People Power: A Look at Non-Violent Action
and Defense
Lodestar Books, 1996
Covers the definition, principles and methods
of non-violence, including civil disobedience.
YA C

Murdico, Suzanne J.
Volunteering to Help the Environment
Children’s Press, 2000
The book reinforces the idea that
volunteering provides skills for life while
benefiting the community.
E

Voices of Change
National Film Board of Canada, 1995
Videocassette, 92 min.
Meet five women who balance age-old
traditions with new roles as creators of social
change. These women come from all over the
world — Australia, Guatemala, Canada, Latvia
and Pakistan.
YA C

Ringgold, Faith
If a Bus Could Talk: the Story of Rosa Parks
Simon and Schuster Books for Young Readers,
1999
This is the biography of the African American
woman and civil rights worker whose refusal
to give up her seat on a bus led to a boycott
which lasted more than a year.
EP

•
•
•
•

P Preschool
E Elementary grades
YA Teen or Young Adult
C Caregivers (i.e., parents,
teachers and group leaders)
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Making a Difference cont'd
Fiction
Canada. Citizenship and Immigration Canada
Belonging: An Activity Guide For Teachers an
Youth Leaders
Citizenship and Immigration Canada, 2000
To help educate Canada’s youth about their
rights and responsibilities within society, the
Citizenship and Immigration Department has
produced a series of educational resources.
YA C

Cooney, Caroline B.
Burning Up
Delacorte Press/Bantam Doubleday Dell Publish
Group, Inc., 1999
This novel explores the destructiveness of
hatred, the evil of indifference and the power
of accepting love and responsibility.
YA
Cutter, Jane
The Cello of Mr. O
Dutton Children’s Books, 1999
When a concert cellist plays in the square
for his neighbours in a war-besieged city, his
priceless instrument is destroyed by a mortar
shell. However, he finds the courage to return
the next day with a harmonica.
E

Castle, Caroline
For Every Child: The UN convention on the Rights
of the Child in Words And Pictures
Hutchinson, 2000
Published in association with UNICEF, this
book presents 14 of the 54 principles adopted
at the 1989 UN Convention on the Rights of
the Child and pairs each with an illustration
from an international cast of artists.
PEC

Lynch, Chris
Gold Dust
HarperCollins, 2000
Baseball and race relations in Boston in the
early 1970s are the backdrop for this lively
portrait of two unlikely seventh-grade pals,
Boston native Richard Riley Montcrief and
Napoleon Charlie Ellis, newly arrived from the
Dominican Republic.
YA

Hill, Linda
Connecting Kids: Exploring Diversity Together
New Society Publishers, 2001
Connecting Kids offers a number of games and
activities to help children explore differences
in culture, language, heritage, religion,
physical ability, and lifestyle.
EC
Jones, Lynda
Kids Around the World Celebrate! The Best Feasts
and Festivals from Many Lands
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 2000
Kids Around the World Celebrate! demonstrates
through activities and recipes that although
each culture has its own unique feasts and
festivals, people throughout the world share
many of the same reasons to celebrate.
EC

Multiculturalism
Non-Fiction
Braman, Arlette N.
Kids Around the World Play!: The Best Fun and
Games from Many Lands
Wiley, 2002
This is an activity book for children ages
8 – 12 that describes how to make crafts and
to play games from a variety of countries. The
different cultures represented span the globe,
including China, Mexico, Korea, India, Russia,
and South Africa.
EC

•
•
•
•

P Preschool
E Elementary grades
YA Teen or Young Adult
C Caregivers (i.e., parents,
teachers and group leaders)
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Multiculturalism cont'd
Non-Fiction cont'd
Merrill, Yvonne Y.
Hands-On Asia: Art Activities for All Ages
K/ITS, 1999
The Hands-On Series includes Hands-on
Alaska, Hands-on Latin America, Hands-on Rocky
Mountains and Hands-on Celebrations.
This book contains art activities from many
parts of Asia.
E YA C

Khan, Rukhsana
Darling, If You Love Me, Would You Please,
Please Smile
Stoddart Kids, 1999
Zainab finds that wearing different clothes and
coming from a different culture are not the
main reasons she doesn’t fit in. She learns to
take responsibility for her own actions and to
stand up for herself.
YA

Paola and Her Piccolo
Video series I Love Music
Videocassette, Mediamax International, 2000
Music is a marvelous tool for children to
discover the living culture of another country.
Each program is narrated by a child musician
who shares with the audience the festivals,
ceremonies, costumes, and dances of his or
her heritage.
E

Little, Jean
Orphan at My Door: The Home Child Diary of
Victoria Cope
Dear Canada Series
Scholastic Canada, 2001
Readers will experience the suffering that
English children had to endure in moving to
Canada when their own families could not
support them.
E

Press, Judy
Around the World Art & Activities: Visiting the
7 Continents Through Craft Fun
Williamson Publishing, 2001
North American totem poles, Hawaiian leis,
Aboriginal bark painting, Japanese dolls in
kimonos, Korean drums, egg-carton camels,
Masai beaded necklaces, nesting Russian dolls,
and South American gaucho belts are included
among the projects included in this book.
PEC

Rael, Elsa Okon
Rivka’s First Thanksgiving
Margaret K. McElderry Books, 2001
After learning about Thanksgiving in school
in the 1910s, nine-year-old Rivka succeeds in
persuading her immigrant family and her rabbi
that it is a holiday for all Americans — even
Jewish families.
E
Sanger, Amy Wilson
First Book Of Sushi
Tricycle Press, 2001
English-speaking tots will love wrapping their
lips around Japanese words such as tekka maki,
ebi, and wasabi, and will soon be joining in
this bouncy recitation of sushi favorites for the
very young.
PE

Fiction
Cooper, Susan
Green Boy
McElderry Books, 2002
While playing on pristine Long Pond Cay
near their home in the Bahamas, 12-year-old
Trey and 7-year-old Lou are transported to
a nightmarish world that has almost been
destroyed by pollution and overbuilding.
E

Schimmel, Schim.
Children Of The Earth — Remember
NorthWord Press, 2002
Out of love and concern for their planet, the
animals and people of Mother Earth work
together to protect the natural world.
P

Harshman, Marc
All the Way To Morning
Marshall Cavendish, 1999
A child imagines all the children around
the world and the noises they might hear
at bedtime.
PE
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Multiculturalism cont'd
Fiction
Soto, Gary
Pacific Crossing
Book CD, Recorded Books, 1999
Two Mexican-American boys are invited
to spend the summer in Japan as exchange
students. Their amazing and varied experiences
with the country, culture and Japanese people
are engrossing and moving.
YA

Cameron, Sara
Out of War: True Stories from the Frontlines of the
Children’s Movement for Peace in Colombia
Scholastic Press, 2001
Cameron collects the stories of nine articulate
teenagers who describe the long internal war
that has raged in Columbia for over 40 years,
in which various armed groups vie for control
of land and power.
YA

Thomas, Rob.
Green Thumb
Simon & Schuster Books for Young Readers,
1999
Grady Jacobs, a 13-year-old botanical genius,
is invited to participate in a rain forest study
supported by international business interests.
YA

Fox, Carol
In Times Of War
Pavilion, 2000
Compiled by educators in Belgium, England,
and Portugal, this collection will be of use
to librarians and teachers looking for short
selections to complement curriculum units
or introduce literary themes of survival, loss,
and hope.
YA C

PEACE

Ishii, Takayuki
One Thousand Paper Cranes: The Story of Sadako
and the Children’s Peace Statue
Dell Laurel-Leaf, 2001
Takayuki Ishii’s book takes us into the real
world of Sadako Sasaki who died of leukemia
years after the bomb was dropped on
Hiroshima. This is a well- researched document
that sheds light on the real child whose world
changed as a result of adult decisions.
PE

Non-Fiction
Barbour, Scott ed.
Free Speech
Current Controversies Series
Greenhaven Press, Inc., 2000
This is an excellent resource for research or
debate that will rouse students’ interest in
contemporary and controversial topics. Other
titles in this series include The Disabled, Gay
Rights, Violence Against Women, Minorities,
and Racism.
YA C

Oxlade, Chris
Olympic Games: Discover the Event That Brings
Together the World’s Finest Athletes in a Spirit of
Peace and Internationalism
Dorling Kindersley Publishers, 1999
Read about this event, which brings together
the world’s finest athletes in a spirit of peace.
E

Bennett, Jill
Peace Begins with Me
Oxford University Press, 2001
An anthology of poems about conflict, this
book starts in the playground and moves
outward from the personal to the global,
discussing ownership, rights, respect, justice,
and peace.
E
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Peace cont'd
Non-Fiction
Peace is the World Smiling
Music for Little People, 2002
Compact disc
This fun music is also a peace anthology for
families, performed by many well-known
children’s entertainers.
PE

Hoberman, Mary Ann
And To Think That We Thought That We’d Never
Be Friends
Crown Publishers Inc., 1999
A brother and sister learn that friendship is
better than fighting.
PE

Peace Talks With Michael Pritchard
Bureau for At-Risk Youth: Port Credit, Ontario,
1997
Videocassette
A multi-part series of videos that covers
topics such as preventing violence, resolving
conflicts, and dealing with bullies and gangs
YA C

Levine, Anna
Running On Eggs
Front Street/Cricket Books, 1999
When Karen and Yasmine become friends as
well as members of a mixed Arab and Jewish
track team in Israel, relative and friends of
both girls disapprove of the relationship.
YA

Stand Up, Speak Out: A Book about
Children’s Rights
Two-Can Publishing, 2001
Young people from 53 countries contribute
dramatic poetry, artwork, commentary, and
stories to this volume on children’s rights.
E

Physical & Mental Disabilities
Non-Fiction
Bowman-Kruhm, Mary
Everything You Need to Know About
Down Syndrome
Rosen Publishing Group, 2000
The language of this book is simple, with
medical terms explained both in the text and
in the glossaries.
E

The Truth About Hate
Canadian Learning Company, 1999
Teen Files Series
Videocassette
Emotional and hard hitting, this video
explores the origins of hate through the eyes
of today’s teenagers as they come face to face
with their own racism, ethnic bigotry, religious
hatred, and sexual discrimination.
YA

Haughton, Emma
Living With Deafness
Living With Series
Steck-Vaughn Co., 2000
An explanation of the condition of deafness,
its possible causes, and how it affects the
everyday lives of those who are dealing with it.
EC

Fiction
Chan, Gillian
A Foreign Field
Kids Can Press, 2002
Gillian Chan gives readers an insightful
look into the lives of the young British and
Canadian fighter pilots who were stationed
at Ontario’s Service Flight Training School,
preparing to take to the skies during WWII.
YA
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•
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Physical & Mental Disabilities
cont'd
Non-Fiction cont'd

Fiction

Lavin, Judith Loseff
Special Kids Need Special Parents: A Resource for
Parents of Children with Special Needs
Berkley Books, 2001
Families with special needs children face many
challenges; Special Kids Need Special Parents is
designed to discuss these challenges.
YA C

Best, Cari
Goose’s Story
Melanie Kroumpa Books/Farrar, Straus and
Giroux, 2002
When a girl and her dog greet Canada geese as
they return in the spring, she notices that one
has been injured and is missing a foot. Goose
does learn to swim, but the child wonders how
the bird will push off and fly when it’s time to
migrate.
PE

O’Neill, Linda
Being Blind
The Rourke Press Inc., 2001
This book recalls a child’s first encounter with
a blind person.
E

Clements, Andrew
Things Not Seen
Philomel Books, 2002
One morning, Bobby wakes up to find that he
is invisible. He can’t stop wondering if he’ll
ever reappear — especially when his parents
wreck their car and wind up in the hospital.
Now that Bobby is all alone, how can he learn
to survive in a world where he can’t be seen?
YA

Rickert, Janet Elizabeth
Russ and the Almost Perfect Day
Woodbine House, 2000
This is the third book about Russ, a Down
Syndrome child. Author Janet Rickert shows
how much Russ is a typical kid, rather than
focusing on his special needs.
PE

Cross, Gillian
Phoning a Dead Man
Holiday House, 2002
Devastated when her older brother John,
a demolition expert, is reported killed in
an explosion in Siberia, Hayley agrees to
accompany his wheelchair-bound fiancée‚
Annie, on a trip to the scene of the accident.
YA

Shriver, Maria
What’s Wrong With Timmy?
Warner Bros. and Little, Brown & Co, 2001
For all those children who ask their parents
why someone looks or acts “different,” Maria
Shriver’s What’s Wrong with Timmy? provides a
basis for discussion.
PEC

Gantos, Jack
What Would Joey Do?
Farrar, Stratus and Giroux, 2002
Gantos’ funny but also heart-wrenching
conclusion to the Joey Pigza Trilogy offers
a view of the world through the eyes of an
extremely memorable boy who struggles to
control his hyperactivity.
YA

Thompson, Charlotte E.
Raising a Handicapped Child: A Helpful Guide for
Parents of the Physically Disabled
Oxford University Press, Inc., 2000
This book is useful as a primer for parents new
to the arena of disabilities or chronic illness.
C
Westcott, Patsy
Living With Blindness
Living With Series
Raintree Steck-Vaughn, 2000
These volumes introduce readers to people
with disabilities and show how they go about
their everyday lives.
E
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Physical & Mental Disabilities
cont'd
Fiction cont'd
Matlin, Marlee
Deaf Child Crossing
Simon & Schuster Books for Young Readers,
2002
Oscar-winning actor and producer Marlee
Matlin makes her writing debut about a topic
she knows very well — the difficulties of
growing up deaf.
E

Gilmore, Rachna
A Screaming Kind Of Day
Fitzhenry & Whiteside, 1999
This important book describes a difficult day
in the life of a young girl who is physically
handicapped.
PE
Koertge, Ronald
Stoner & Spaz
Candlewick Press, 2002
Sixteen-year-old Ben Bancroft has cerebral
palsy, no parents, an overprotective
grandmother, and a pretty sorry life as far as
he’s concerned. He finds solace sitting alone
in the back of the Rialto Theatre, watching old
horror movies. One day, when he’s watching
Bride of Frankenstein for the umpteenth time,
Colleen Minou, a notorious basket case and
druggie at Ben’s high school, plops down in
the seat next to him and proceeds to place her
woozy head on his shoulder. Thus begins the
uneasy friendship between the odd pair.
YA

Roos, Stephen
The Gypsies Never Came,
Simon & Schuster Books For Young Readers,
2001
Born without a left hand, sixth-grader Augie
Knapp feels very different from the other kids
in Warsaw Junction.
E
Silent Lotus
Reading Rainbow Series #95
Canadian Learning Co. Inc., n.d.
Videocassette
After exploring the art of communication
through the story of Silent Lotus by Jeanne
M. Lee, the narrator opens the door to the
expressive world of non-verbal communication
and even tries his hand at sign language.
PE

Lee, Jeanne M.
Bitter Dumplings
Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2002
In 15th-century China, living without the
protection of family could indeed be bitter
for an unmarried woman. This historical
adventure recounts the struggles and eventual
triumph of two women cast out from their
seaside village.
E

Racism
Non-Fiction

Ludy, Mark
The Grump,
Green Pastures Publishing, 2000
In the village of Dinkerwink, the wealthy
Mr. McCurry Brogan Howlweister has long
been referred to as “the Grump.” The streets
clear on Thursday when he does his weekly
shopping at the store run by the parents of a
little deaf girl, Lydia. Soon small gifts arrive at
the Grump’s house. When he catches Lydia
leaving her beloved doll on his doorstep, the
Grump is reformed.
PE

Green, Jen
Dealing With Racism
How Do I Feel About Series
Copper Beach Books, 1997
An easy to read book, with illustrations,
photographs and cartoon strips.
PE
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Racism cont'd
Non-Fiction cont'd

Pinkney, Andrea Davis
Let It Shine: The Stories of Black Women
Freedom Fighters
Harcourt, 2000
Pinkney presents eloquent portraits of
10 intrepid African-American activists.
E

Hate Crimes
Current Controversies Series
Greenhaven Press, 2001
This volume of essays offers readers more by
branching into many subtopics. In the first
section, writers attempt to define the term
hate crime and answer the question, “Are hate
crimes a problem?” arguing their points in
relation to specific groups, most often women
and gays. The second section presents seven
essays about hate speech on campuses, the
Internet, and in mainstream society. Section
three deals with hate-crime laws, and includes
some alarming, extremist articles that question
the need for intervention. The last section
discusses groups that pose a threat to society.
YA C

Sheftel-Gomes, Nasoan
Everything You Need to Know About Racism
The Rosen Publishing Group, Inc., 1998
Discusses the nature and effects of racism and
ways to deal with it.
YA

Fiction
Christopher, Matt
Cool as Ice
Little, Brown and Co., 2001
Eleven-year-old Chris is small for his age, so
he can’t believe it when he learns he’s been
selected for the exclusive all-star traveling
hockey team. Some of the kids on the
opposition are much bigger and rougher, and
they pick on Chris because of his size. But
Chris isn’t the only one getting razzed. His
teammate, Derek, is an aggressive player who
also happens to be the only African American
in the league. Chris and Derek develop some
powerful on-ice chemistry that makes them
a winning combination. But will that be
enough for them to prove that size and race
don’t matter?
E

Hodges, Susan
Celebrating Likes and Differences
Frank Schaffer Publications Inc., 1997
This book contains stories and activities
that enable preschoolers to explore diversity
through the use of everyday items. Organized
by theme.
C
Levy, Debbie
Bigotry
Lucent Books, 2002
Levy’s book is an informative, forthright
overview of bigotry, focusing primarily on
racism, anti-Semitism, and homophobia.
YA
Palomares, Susanna
Lessons in Tolerance and Diversity
Innerchoice Publishing, 2001
Designed for older kids, this comprehensive
set of lessons provides the tools to help
reduce racial, religious, ethnic and social
prejudice and to promote tolerance and
celebrate diversity.
EC

Clements, Andrew
The Jacket
Simon & Schuster Books for Young Readers,
2002
After wrongly accusing an African American
boy of stealing his brother’s jacket, Phil — a
white boy — has some hard thinking to do.
E
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Racism cont'd
Fiction cont'd
Fuqua, Jonathon Scott
Darby
Candlewick Press, 2002
In Fuqua’s thoughtful debut novel for young
readers, a white girl living in South Carolina in
the ‘20s sparks a controversy when she writes
an article supporting racial equality.
E

Taylor, Mildred D.
The Land,
Phyllis Fogelman Books, 2001
Paul Edward Logan, the son of a white
plantation-owner father and a slave mother, is
determined to buy his own land and shape his
own future at any cost.
E

Katz, Karen
The Colors of Us
Henry Holt and Company, Inc., 1999
A child and her mother explore the colors of
people’s skin, viewed in terms of food and
things in nature.
PEC

Woodson, Jacqueline
The Other Side
Putnam’s, 2001
Woodson lays out her resonant story like a
poem, its central metaphor a fence that divides
blacks from whites.
PE

Les Becquets, Diane
The Stones of Mourning Creek
Winslow Press, 2001
In the dramatic prologue to this novel set
in 1960s rural Alabama, 14-year-old Francie
Grove’s mother is murdered while attempting
to save a black girl from rape. Around this
pivotal event unfolds the story of a town in
the grip of an evil and powerful man, Harvey
Mansfield, and the complicity of the local lawenforcement establishment that allows racism
and violence to go unpunished.
YA

Religion
Non-Fiction
Asher, Sandy ed.
With all my Heart, With All My Mind: Thirteen
Stories about Growing Up Jewish
Simon & Schuster Books for Young Readers,
1999
An anthology of original short stories about
coming of age by well-known Jewish authors.
YA

Naylor, Phyllis Reynolds
Walker’s Crossing
Atheneum Books for Young Readers, 1999
When Ryan’s brother becomes involved in the
local white supremacists’ group, Ryan is forced
to make some difficult decisions regarding
what is right.
YA

Canfield, Jack, Mark Victor Hansen and
Kimberly Kirberger
Chicken Soup for the Teenage Soul III
Health Communications, Inc., 2000
Compact Disc, 70 min.
Stories about relationships with friends
and family, kindness and love, learning,
and social activism.
YA

Opdyke, Irene Gut
In My Hands: Memories of a Holocaust Rescuer
Borzoi Book/Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 1999
This book recounts the experience of the
author who, as a young Polish girl, saved Jews
during the Holocaust.
YA
Pearsall, Shelley
Trouble Don’t Last
Knopf, 2002
This tautly plotted first novel presents a quest
for freedom on the Underground Railroad with
a realistic blend of kindness and cruelty.
E
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Religion cont'd
Non-Fiction cont'd
Wilkinson, Philip
Illustrated Dictionary of Religions: Figures, Festivals
and Beliefs of the World’s Religions
Viking/Penguin Group, 1999
A well illustrated, concise guide to the
religions of the world.
E YA C

Ganeri, Anita
Religious Articles: Objects Used in Worship
Raintree Steck-Vaughn, 2001
Looks at specific aspects of 6 major religions
(Hindus, Jews, Buddhists, Christians, Muslims
and Sikhs) and compares how they are similar
and different.
E
Ganeri, Anita
The Atlas Of World Religions
Stoddart Kids, 2001
Although intended for children 10 and up,
adult readers will also find that this book offers
a comprehensive and compelling introduction
to world religions and the roles they play in
daily life.
EC

Fiction
Andreae, Giles
Heaven is Having You
Tiger Tales, 2002
As Little Bear runs into Grandma Bear’s arms,
she exclaims, “It’s heaven to see you!” and the
cub asks, “What’s heaven?” In rhyming text,
she explains the concept, using as examples
the many joyful activities she and Grandpa
Bear have with him throughout the day and
the happiness they experience.
P

Gold, August
Where Does God Live?
SkyLight Paths Publishing, 2001
This book suggests answers to children’s
questions about God.
PE

Bulion, Leslie
Fatuma’s New Cloth
Moon Mountain Publishing, 2002
Fatuma’s New Cloth teaches an important
lesson — the East African equivalent of
“You can’t judge a book by its cover” — in a
natural, narrative form.
PE

Norfolk, Bobby
The Moral of the Story: Folktales for
Character Development
August House, Inc., 1999
Taps into the wisdom and drama of traditional
folktales and employs the power of story in the
formation of character at home, in school, or
in other group settings.
C

Goldin, Barbara Diamond
A Mountain Of Blintzes
Harcourt, 2001
According to tradition, Jews are supposed to
eat dairy foods to commemorate the day that
Moses received the Torah on Mount Sinai.
Hardworking Sarah decides she would like to
try to make a mountain of cheese blintzes for
her husband and five children.
E

Sturges, Philemon
Sacred Places
G.P. Putnam’s Sons, 2000
Places sacred to Hindus, Buddhists, Jews,
Christians, and Muslims are the focus of
this striking tour of 28 religious sites around
the world.
E
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Religion cont'd

SAFETY

Fiction cont'd

Non-Fiction

Lester, Julius
Why Heaven is Far Away
Scholastic Press, 2002
In this playful sequel to the acclaimed What
a Truly Cool World, God, His wife Irene, His
secretary Bruce, and the angel Shaniqua have a
problem to solve.
PE

Abusive Relationships
Canadian Learning Co., n.d.
Videocassette, 17 min.
A young woman shares her story of an abusive
relationship. Includes warning signs of
potential abuse and how to seek help.
YA C
Carter, Wm. Lee
It Happened to Me: A Teen’s Guide to Overcoming
Sexual Abuse
New Harbinger Publications, 2002
A psychologist presents guided exercises to
help teens who have been sexually abused
reflect on what happened to them, examine its
impact on their lives, and motivate themselves
to begin to develop healthy and loving
relationships as they move toward adulthood.
YA C

Lights for Gita
National Film Board of Canada, 2002
Videocassette
In this story, an immigrant child from India
celebrates the Hindu holiday of Divali for the
first time in her new home in Canada.
PE
O’Neill, Alexis
Estela’s Swap
Lee & Low Books, 2002
Estela is attending her first swap meet, where
she plans to sell a music box to make money
for lessons with the Ballet Folklorico. When
a strong wind ruins the flowers the woman
across from her is selling, Estela decides to
give her the music box so she can listen to
cheerful music while she makes new flowers.
Although Estela may not have enough money
for the lessons, her heart is full. And in this
charmingly illustrated story, the flower seller
has a wonderful surprise for Estela.

Chaiet, Donna and Francine Russell
The Safe Zone: A Kid’s Guide to Personal Safety
Morrow Junior Books, 1998
A great resource for kids to help them explore
their options when in an uncomfortable or
unsafe situation.
E
Crump, Marguerite
Don’t Sweat It! Everybody’s Answers to Questions
You Don’t Want to Ask
Free Spirit Publishing, 2002
Crump discusses personal hygiene problems
and how to deal with them.
EC

PE
Polacco, Patricia
Christmas Tapestry
Philomel Books, 2002
When a bad leak ruins the sacristy wall in
his father’s church, Jonathan Jefferson Weeks
thinks his family’s first Christmas Eve service
in Detroit will be ruined, too. But then he and
his father find a beautiful tapestry for sale in
a secondhand shop with a wonderful story
attached.
PE

Family Violence/Current Controversies
Greenhaven Press, 2001
This new Current Controversies title examines
violence in the home, mainly against spouses
and children, but also against the elderly and
gay and lesbian partners.
YA
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Safety cont'd
Non-Fiction cont'd
Rabe, Tish
Oh, the Things You Can Do That are Good For
You!: All About Staying Healthy
Random House, 2001
With the help of the staff and equipment at a
Seussian spa, the Cat in the Hat explains the
basics of healthy living, from eating right and
getting enough exercise and sleep, to having a
positive body image.
PE

Just Say No! Part I and II
CineFete, 1999
Videocassette
Animated shorts of situations in which kids
need to know its OK to say “No.”
PE
Levy, Barrie
Dating Violence: Young Women in Danger
Seal Press, 1998
Brings together professionals, activists,
researchers and young people to provide
a comprehensive, cross-cultural view of
the problem.
YA C

Torr, James D. ed.
Violence Against Women
Greenhaven Press, 1999
Presents a diverse selection of primary sources
representing all sides of this issue.
YA C

Middleton-Hope, Debbie
My Mom Says: A Safety Book for Kids
Everytown, 2000
Calgary Police Service Inspector Debbie
Middleton-Hope and illustrator Lisa Dawood
build upon the premise that children learn by
examples set by their parents.
PE

Trottier, Maxine
A Safe Place
Albert Whitman and Company, 1997
A story about a young girl and her mother
who escape from a father’s abuse and find a
safe place to stay with other people who are
experiencing similar situations.
PE

Navarra, Tova
The Kid’s Guidebook: Great Advice to Help
Kids Cope
Barron’s, 2002
The author, a registered nurse and author of
more than 20 books, helps youngsters deal
with large and small problems. Provided are
practical answers to questions that include
what to do if a fire starts, how to cope with
failing a test at school or losing a game in
the playground, dealing with bullies, coping
with the problem of parents’ divorce, and
much more.
EC

Violence
Opposing Viewpoints Series
Greenhouse Press, 2001
This series give young adults the opportunity
to consider, evaluate, and ultimately develop
a better understanding of this and other
important contemporary issues.
YA C
Wachter, Oralee
No More Secrets For Me: A Note to Parents
Little, Brown, 2002
Sexual abuse is a secret no child should have
to keep. The essential book for everyone
concerned with protecting young children
from sexual abuse.
EC

Raatma, Lucia
Safety Around Strangers
Capstone Press, 1999
Provides a definition of strangers and ways to
be safe around them as well as suggestions on
where to go for help if needed.
PE
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Safety cont'd
Fiction
Flinn, Alexandra
Breathing Underwater
HarperCollins Publishers, 2001
A 16-year-old who is considered perfect by his
classmates suffers a turbulent home life with
an abusive father.
YA

Mikaelsen, Ben
Touching Spirit Bear
HarperCollins Publishers, 2001
A depiction of a juvenile delinquent’s
metamorphosis into a caring, thinking
individual.
YA

Golding, Theresa Martin
The Secret Within
Boyds Mills Press, 2002
A suspenseful novel about a young teen who,
with the help of some observant and caring
people in her new town, extricates herself from
an abusive and exploitative relationship with
her father.
YA

Woodson, Jacqueline
Lena
Delacorte Press, 1999
Thirteen-year-old Lena and her younger sister,
Dion, mourn the death of their mother as
they hitchhike from Ohio to Kentucky while
running away from their abusive father. Sequel
to I Hadn’t Meant To Tell You This
YA

Grossman, Linda Sky
Sam Speaks Out
I’m a Great Little Kid Series
Second Story Press, 2002
Written in rhyme, these are gentle, colorful,
fun-filled picture books with empowering
messages to instill confidence, self-esteem and
respect in young children.
PE

Self-Esteem/Individuality
Non-Fiction
Charles, Veronika Martenova
Stretch, Swallow and Stare
Stoddart Kids, 1999
Drawing on an old Czech folktale, Charles has
created a contemporary story about a young
boy’s quest to find his older sister, with the
assistance of three helpful female companions.
PE

Hawes, Louise
Waiting for Christopher
Candlewick Press, 2002
When Feena sees toddler Christopher abused
and abandoned by his mother in a seedy
Florida amusement park, the lonely teenager
rescues him and cares for him in a secret
hideout.
YA

Douglas, Ann
Body Talk: The Straight Facts on Fitness, Nutrition
and Feeling Great about Yourself
Maple Tree Press, 2002
Concepts of beauty and the development of a
healthy body, lifestyle, and positive self-image
are the focus of this title.
E

Little, Jean
Willow and Twig
Viking/Penguin Books Canada Ltd., 2000
Her mother has taken off again. Willow has to
take care of her little brother Twig, after being
abandoned on the streets of Vancouver with
nowhere to go.
E
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Self-Esteem/Individuality
cont'd
Non-Fiction cont'd
Funston, Sylvia
The Book of You: The Science — and Fun! — of
Why You Look, Feel and Act the Way You Do
Greey de Pencier Books, 2000
What makes you you? From your fingerprints
to the patterns in your eyes to the way you
smell, there’s nobody exactly like you. But
what makes you so special? The Book of You
by Sylvia Funston taps into everyone’s natural
curiosity as to what makes them unique, in
the way they look, the things they do and how
they think and feel.
E

Ross, Kate
Help Yourself! Activities to Promote Safety and
Self-Esteem
Redleaf Press, 2001
Help Yourself promotes children’s self-esteem by
encouraging active participation in life.
PEC

Fiction
Baker, Roberta
No Ordinary Olive
Little, Brown, 2002
This is the story of Olive’s un-ordinary
adventure in growing up. It’s about being
yourself, and the importance of learning to use
your imagination.
PE

Kaufman, Gershen
Stick Up For Yourself! Every Kid’s Guide to Personal
Power and Positive Self Esteem
Free Spirit Publishing, 1999
Discusses problems facing young people such
as making choices, learning about themselves,
and solving problems.
E YA

Curtis, Jamie Lee
I’m Gonna Like Me!
Harper Collins, 2002
I’m Gonna Like Me is a poetic pick-me-up for
kids that shows them all the wonderful ways
they can like themselves, even when — or
especially when — they fail.
E

Lemieux, Michele
Stormy Night
Kids Can Press, 1999
While this picture book provides no answers
to the many queries posed by a young girl who
can’t sleep because too many questions are
buzzing through her head, readers may find
solace in knowing that they are not the only
ones who struggle with this issue.
E

Dessen, Sarah
Keeping the Moon
Viking/Penguin Putnam Books for Young
Readers, 1999
Fifteen-year-old Colie, a former fat girl,
spends the summer working as a waitress
in a beachside restaurant, staying with her
overweight and eccentric Aunt Mira and
exploring her sense of self.
YA

Morrison, Toni
The Big Box
Jump at the Sun/Hyperion Books for Children,
1999
Adults determine the boundaries of personal
freedom for Patty, Mickey and LizaSue, three
feisty kids who just want the freedom to be
themselves.
PEC
Phillips, Christopher
The Philosopher’s Club
Tricycle Press, 2001
This book is based on the premise that using
Socratic dialogues with children will result in
their enhanced ability to think for themselves.
PEC
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Self-Esteem/Individuality
cont'd
Fiction cont'd
Gorman, Carol
Dork in Disguise
Harper Collins Publishers, 1999
Starting middle school in a new town, brainy
Jerry Flack changes his image from ‘dork’ to
‘cool kid’, only to discover that he’d rather be
himself.
E

Richardson, John
Grunt
Clarion Books, 2001
This is the tale of a little pig who is ostracized
by his siblings because he has “crinkly-crumply
ears, a tiddly-widdly button of a snout, and
absolutely no tail at all.” Wee-Skin-and-Bones,
convinced that no one loves him, runs “weewee-wee” into a great dark forest. By the time
Mama Pig comes looking for him, Wee-Skinand-Bones has learned how to be happy as he
is.
P

Hall, Kirsten
We Are All Different
All-Star Readers, Level 1
Reader’s Digest Children’s Books, 1999
Although children are different in appearance,
they all have ten toes!
PC

Richmond, Marianne
Hooray for You! A Celebration of “You-Ness”
Waldman House Press, 2001
In this celebration of the individual, Richmond
encourages readers to embrace their unique
traits and talents.
PE

Koski, Mary
Impatient Pamela Asks: Why Are My Feet So Huge?
Trellis Publishing Inc., 1999
Pamela is unhappy with her larger-thanaverage feet, until she realizes what an
advantage they give her in playing youth
soccer and other sports and games.
PE

Stuart, Kelly
Cowboys Can Do!
Bright Sky Press, 2002
This realistically illustrated book introduces
young readers to colourful living on a ranch.
PE

Lucado, Max
If Only I Had A Green Nose
Crossway Books, 2002
This book takes a hard look at self-esteem and
the lengths to which people go to be popular.
PE

Walsh, Melanie
My Nose, Your Nose
Houghton Mifflin, 2002
Melanie Walsh has once again created picture
books for the youngest child. This time she
introduces the concept of diversity, but her
approach is very gentle: “Agnes has blue eyes.
Kit’s eyes are brown. But . . . they both close
their eyes when they go to sleep.” Children
will see that there’s much they have in
common with others.
PE

Parr, Todd
It’s Okay To Be Different
Little, Brown, 2001
From the sensitive to the downright silly, kids
of every shape, size, color, family makeup, and
background will feel included in this gentle,
witty book.
PE
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Self-Esteem/Individuality
cont'd
Fiction cont'd
Yep, Laurence
When the Circus Came to Town
HarperCollins, 2002
Ten-year-old “Pirate Ursula” is the fearless
leader of her playmates, but after she contracts
smallpox and is left with significant facial
scarring, she sees herself as “Monster Ursula.”
E

Homosexuality
Opposing Viewpoints Series
Greenhaven Press, 1999
Chapters include “What Causes
Homosexuality?” “Do Homosexuals
Face Serious Discrimination?” “Should
Society Encourage Increased Acceptance
of Homosexuality?” and “Should Society
Sanction Gay and Lesbian Families?”
YA C

SEXUAL ORIENTATION

Marcus, Eric
What If Someone I Know is Gay?: Answers to
Questions about Gay and Lesbian People
Price Stern Sloan, 2000
The author provides useful information and
anecdotes on many issues concerning friends
and family, dating, sex, religion, school,
activism, and discrimination.
YA C

Non-Fiction
Before You Go: a Daughter’s Diary
Ambrose; Video-Visual Educational Center
(dist.), 1997
Videocassette, 57 min.
A look at a teenager’s courageous journey of
understanding about her parent’s debilitating
illness. Gives insights on AIDS, divorce,
homosexuality and family love.
YA C

Reed, Rita
Growing Up Gay: The Sorrows and Joys of Gay and
Lesbian Adolescence
W.W. Norton, 1997
A photographic documentary of the lives of
a man and a woman as they each recall their
adolescence and emergence into adulthood
while coming to terms with their sexual
identities.
C

DeGeneres, Betty
Just a Mom
Advocate, 2000
“Straight talk” on coming out, anti-gay
legislation, homophobia, teen suicides and real
family values from the mother of comedienne
Ellen DeGeneres.
YA C

Roleff, Tamara L. ed.
Gay Marriage
At Issue Series
Greenhaven Press, Inc., 1998
Provides a quick grounding in the issues, a
challenge to critical thinking skills, and an
excellent research tool for teens.
YA C

Greenberg, Keith Elliot
Zack’s Story: Growing Up With Same Sex Parents
Lerner Publications Company, 1996
An eleven-year-old boy describes life as part of
a family made up of himself, his mother and
her lesbian partner.
E
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Sexual Orientation cont'd
Fiction
Plum-Ucci, Carol
What Happened to Lani Garver
Harcourt, 2002
The close-knit residents of Hackett Island have
never seen anyone quite like Lani Garver.
Everything about this new kid is a mystery:
Where does Lani come from? How old is Lani?
And most disturbing of all, is Lani a boy or
a girl?
YA

Butcher, Kristin
The Hemingway Tradition
Orca Book Publishers, 2002
After a summer of attempting to cope with
his father’s suicide, Shaw, 16, and his mother
move cross-country to Winnipeg to begin
a new life. He gets off to a good start when
he becomes friendly with Jai Dhillon, fellow
volleyball teammate, and Tess, a girl in his
English class. At the beginning of the book,
Shaw is angry and confused, particularly when
he learns that his father, a famous author,
was gay; eventually he is able to channel his
negative aggression into positive actions.
YA

Ryan, Sara
Empress of the World
Viking, 2001
Nicola goes away to a summer program for
gifted students, expecting to explore her
interest in archaeology. On the very first day,
she is attracted to another girl, but she refuses
to be labeled as a lesbian because she thinks
she’s also attracted to boys. Written with
understanding, humor, and heart, this novel
explores a teen love relationship bounded by
time and inexperience.
YA

Freymann-Weyr, Garret
My Heartbeat
Houghton Mifflin Co., 2002
In this tightly constructed novel about love,
family, and the ambiguities of sexual identity,
Ellen idolizes her brother, Link, and his best
friend, James, who are seniors. When she
enters their private Manhattan high school,
she is surprised when some girls assume that
Link and James are a couple.
YA

Vande Velde, Vivian
Alison, Who Went Away
Houghton Mifflin, 2001
Readers will empathize with fourteen-year-old
Susan’s attempt to make sense of her confused
world — the loss of her sister, a new school,
turmoil at home, and the growing pains
of adolescence.
YA

Garden, Nancy
The Year They Burned the Books
Farrar Straus Giroux/Douglas & McIntyre Ltd.,
1999
While trying to come to terms with her
own lesbian feelings, Jamie, a high school
senior and editor of the school newspaper,
finds herself in the middle of a battle with a
group of townspeople over the new health
education curriculum.
YA
Newbery, Linda
The Shell House
D. Fickling Books, 2002
Greg’s casual interest in the history of a ruined
mansion becomes more personal as he slowly
discovers the tragic events that overwhelmed
its last inhabitants.
YA
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